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Superintendent

Dr. A'Lann Truelock

Principal

District Number

163904

Campus Number

000000105

District Coordinator of
School Improvement
(DCSI)

Rose Mary Mares

ESC Support

DCSI

I, the District Coordinator of School Improvement, attest that I will provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary district‐level
commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I understand
I am responsible for the implementation of all intervention requirements. If I am the principal supervisor, I understand I am responsible for
ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Principal Supervisor

I, as supervisor of the principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI to provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary

Steve Ayers

Cheryl Stewart

Assurances
Rose Mary Mares

(Only necessary if the
district‐level commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the principal I supervise can achieve successful implementation of the Targeted
DCSI is NOT the Principal
Improvement Plan for this campus. I understand I am responsible for ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.
supervisor)

Principal

I, as principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI (and my supervisor, if they are not the same person) to use the district‐
provided commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I
agree to carry out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Board Approval Date

2019‐10‐21

Dr. A'Lann Truelock

Steve Ayers

What accountability goals for each
Domain 1: 74; Domain 2: 75; Domain 3: 63
Domain has your campus set for
the year?

Data Analysis Questions

What changes in student group
and subject performance are
included in these goals?

Priority goal is Domain 3; all student groups. We have set a goal of +4% for all tested areas.

If applicable, what goals has your
campus set for CCMR and
Graduation Rate?

N/A

Self‐Assessment Results
(To be completed if the campus HAS NOT had an ESF Diagnostic)
Use the completed Self‐Assessment Tool to complete this section
Implementation Level (1 Not Yet Started ‐ 5 Fully Implemented)

Essential Action
1.1 Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.

2

2.1 Recruit, select, assign, induct and retain a full staff of highly qualified educators.

4

3.1 Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe environment and high expectations.

3

4.1 Curriculum and assessments aligned to TEKS with a year‐long scope and sequence.

3

5.1 Objective‐driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

3

5.3 Data‐driven instruction.

3
Prioritized Focus Area #1

Essential Action

1.1 Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.

Prioritized Focus Area #2
5.1 Objective‐driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

Prioritized Focus Area #3

Foundations

Rationale

Upon reflection it was determined we can improve practices by assuring agendas are in
Our implementation of learning targets and success criteria were delayed.
place that keep us mindful of our SMART goals and targeted improvement plan.

Desired Annual
Outcome

Our shared mission and vision would be evident in our daily practice; resulting in our
ability to stay focused on improved student acheivement. The leadership team will
have established structure to the PLC/Weekly Meetings, a data analysis protocol that
influences instructional practices (reteach/assessment), and the observation of
teachers to verify implementation.

Maintain consistency across grades/departments in the identification and
inclusion of meaningful lessons; with a focus on checking for understanding
every 8‐10 minutes. Resulting in embedded intervention.

Barriers to Address
During the Year

Fixed mindsets.

Teacher content knowledge (TEKS understanding) is absent/weak. Planning
teams that under prepare or do not deliver instruction with fidelity.

District Commitment Theory of Action:

If the principal and instructional leaders on campus ensure that teachers have access to exemplary lessons, resources, and appropriate professional development driven by data and funded by the district, then the
campus will be able to estabilsh strong instructional practices and improve student achievement. District personnel will provide on‐going support for campus initiatives.

ESF Diagnostic Results
(To be completed AFTER the campus engages in the shared diagnostic with an ESF Facilitator)
Date of ESF Diagnostic
Prioritized Focus Area #1

Prioritized Focus Area #2

Essential Action
Desired Annual
Outcome

Barriers to Address
During the Year
District Commitment Theory of Action
Prioritized Focus Areas
for Improvement

Capacity Builder

Prioritized Focus Area #3

Student Data

Student Data
% of Students at Meets Grade Level on
STAAR or Other Assessment

% of Students at Campus Determined Proficiency Level
Grade
level

Subject tested

Cycle 1
Data Source

Goal

Cycle 2
Actual

Data Source

Goal

Cycle 3
Actual

Data Source

Goal

Summative
Actual

Data Source

Goal

3

Reading

Benchmark

35

Benchmark

38

Other

42

STAAR

45

4

Reading

Benchmark

35

Benchmark

38

Other

42

STAAR

45

Benchmark

42

Benchmark

43

Other

44

STAAR

45

Benchmark

43

Other

45

STAAR

47

5

Reading

3

Math

Benchmark

40

4

Math

Benchmark

30

Benchmark

40

Other

45

STAAR

47

5

Math

Benchmark

37

Benchmark

40

Other

43

STAAR

47

Benchmark

35

Benchmark

40

Other

45

STAAR

48

Benchmark

40

Benchmark

43

Other

45

STAAR

48

4
5

Writing
Science

Actual

Student Data

Cycle 1 (Sept‐Nov)

Cycle 1 90‐day Outcomes (September ‐ November)
Prioritized Focus Area #1
Essential Action

Desired Annual Outcome

Desired 90‐day Outcome

Prioritized Focus Area #3

Prioritized Focus Area #2

1.1 Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and
responsibilities.
Our shared mission and vision would be evident in our daily practice;
resulting in our ability to stay focused on improved student
acheivement. The leadership team will have established structure to the
PLC/Weekly Meetings, a data analysis protocol that influences
instructional practices (reteach/assessment), and the observation of
teachers to verify implementation.
Our weekly PLC and Wednesday Staff Meetings will be agenda driven,
minutes will be recorded and next steps captured with an emphasis on
data analysis and progress monitoring.

The challenge of holding absent staff accountable for information that
Barriers to Address During
was missed and implementation of action items, as well as clear
this Cycle
communication of expectations.

5.1 Objective‐driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

N/A

Maintain consistency across grades/departments in the identification and inclusion of
meaningful lessons; with a focus on checking for understanding every 8‐10 minutes.
Resulting in embedded intervention.
On time lesson plan submission will provide evidence of the daily plan outlined in the
adopted template. Classroom walk thrus will reflect implementation of best
practices; with the ability of the evaluator to notice a clear learning target and
success criteria has been communicated and multiple checks (every 8‐10 minutes) for
understanding are embedded.
Inconsistent planning template, missing details, absence of valuable feedback during
the lesson cycle, and mis‐aligned execution.

District Actions for this
Cycle

DCSI provides support to the team and provides applicable professional Access to TEKS Resource System and lead4ward curriculum; as well as other
development opportunities.
necessary resources.

District Commitments
Theory of Action

If the principal and instructional leaders on campus ensure that teachers have access to exemplary lessons, resources, and appropriate professional development driven by data and funded by the district, then the campus will be able to estabilsh strong instructional
practices and improve student achievement. District personnel will provide on‐going support for campus initiatives.

Action plan‐Milestones
Prioritized
Focus Area

Milestones

Addition of structured PLC, vertical PLC, campus PLC;
growing capacity of teacher leaders.

1&2

Timeline

August 2019

Resources Needed

Person(s) Responsible

Calendar, Agenda Template

Curriculum Specialist;
Jennifer Sprenger

Professional Development

1&2

July 2019

Budget Allocation

DCSI Rose Mary Mares;
Principal Steve Ayers;
Curriculum Specialist
Jennifer Sprenger

Completed PLC cycle which included effective lesson
planning.

1&2

September 2019

Lesson Plan Template and
Exemplar

Curriculum Specialist;
Jennifer Sprenger

Developing common assessments that are aligned to
TEKS.

2

October 2019

lead4ward Frequency
Curriculum Specialist;
Chart, YAG, Eduphoria Test
Jennifer Sprenger
Questions

Evidence used to
Determine Progress
toward Milestone
Agenda, Minutes, Sign‐in‐
Sheets

Evidence Collection Date Progress toward Milestone

Ongoing

Enrollment and active
participation in trainings to
include: lead4ward,
Ongoing
Effective Schools
Framework, RLA/Math,
Come and Coach It!
Teacher lesson plans that
are uploaded on Eduphoria Friday Check
weekly.
Completed assessment.

Ongoing

On Track

Necessary Adjustments /
Next Steps
Continue to modify and
adjust agendas as needed.

Met

Met

Continue to check lesson
plans and monitor effective
delivery according to plans.

On Track

Ensure unit tests are made
prior to planning out each
unit.

Cycle 1 (Sept‐Nov)

Reflection and Planning for Next 90‐Day Cycle
Did you achieve your desired 90‐day outcome? Why or why not?

Did you achieve your student performance goals (see Student Data Tab)? Why or why not?

Carryover Milestones
Review the necessary adjustments/next steps column above. What milestones from this cycle will you
continue working on in the next cycle? What new milestones do you need to add to the next cycle?

New Milestones

Cycle 2 (Dec‐Feb)

Cycle 2 90‐Day Outcomes (December‐February)
Prioritized Focus Area #1
Essential Action

Desired Annual Outcome

Desired 90‐day Outcome

Prioritized Focus Area #2

1.1 Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and
responsibilities.
Our shared mission and vision would be evident in our daily practice;
resulting in our ability to stay focused on improved student
acheivement. The leadership team will have established structure to the
PLC/Weekly Meetings, a data analysis protocol that influences
instructional practices (reteach/assessment), and the observation of
teachers
to verify
implementation.
Our
weekly
PLC and
Wednesday Staff Meetings will continue to be
agenda driven. Data and information recorded during PLC will be
observed during weekly walkthroughs with effective feedback given,
then coached and reevaluated. Needed areas of improvement will be
the baseline of the future PLC/PD. Our first Benchmark Cycle will
indicate areas of instructional need

Barriers to Address During Inconsistent intructional practices that lead to varying data between
content teachers.
this Cycle

Prioritized Focus Area #3

5.1 Objective‐driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

N/A

Maintain consistency across grades/departments in the identification and inclusion of
meaningful lessons; with a focus on checking for understanding every 8‐10 minutes.
Resulting in embedded intervention.

Teachers' lesson plans will state differentiated activities/instruction based on the
students' learning target performance. All teachers will hold students accountable
for meets level instruction with accomodations when needed.

Teachers creating rigorous material and instruction for all levels and having every students'
work on his/her level in order to show growth.

District Actions for this
Cycle

DCSI provides support to the team and provides applicable professional Access to TEKS Resource System framework and lead4ward components; as well as
other necessary resources.
development opportunities.

District Commitments
Theory of Action

If the principal and instructional leaders on campus ensure that teachers have access to exemplary lessons, resources, and appropriate professional development driven by data and funded by the district, then the campus will be able to estabilsh strong instructional
practices and improve student achievement. District personnel will provide on‐going support for campus initiatives.

Action plan‐Milestones
Milestones
Structured PLC that includes writing of Targets and direct
teach script. Addition of scheduled daily observations to
monitor effective lesson plans with teacher conference
blog.
Professional Development aligned to current data
results.

Prioritized
Focus Area

Timeline

1,2 Dec 2019

1 Dec‐Feb

Resources Needed

Person(s) Responsible

Evidence used to
Determine Progress
toward Milestone

Lesson plans and teacher
monitoring schedule/card

Campus Administrators;
Curriculum Specialist,
Counselor (admin intern)

Walk through cards with
questions, Google doc with
teacher feedback questions

ESC 20

walk through to monitor
ESC 20 Specialists; Curriculum
teaching practices, lesson
Specialist
plans

Evidence Collection Date Progress toward Milestone

ongoing

ongoing

Completed PLC cycle which included effective lesson
planning.

1, 2 Sept‐May

Lesson Plan Template and
Exemplar

Curriculum Specialist

Teacher lesson plans that
are uploaded on Eduphoria ongoing
weekly.

Developing mid‐year benchmark that is aligned to TEKS.

1,2 December 2019

2017 Released test, TEKS
Resource YAG, Lead4ward
Frequency Chart, Unit tests

Teachers; Curriculum
Specialist

Data collection from
Eduphoria AWARE

December 2019

Necessary Adjustments /
Next Steps

Cycle 2 (Dec‐Feb)

Reflection and Planning for Next 90‐Day Cycle
Did you achieve your desired 90‐day outcome? Why or why not?

Did you achieve your student performance goals (see Student Data Tab)? Why or why not?

Carryover Milestones
Review the necessary adjustments/next steps column above. What milestones from this cycle will you
continue working on in the next cycle? What new milestones do you need to add to the next cycle?

New Milestones

Cycle 3 (Mar‐May)

Cycle 3 90‐Day Outcomes (March‐May)
Prioritized Focus Area #1
Essential Action

Desired Annual Outcome

Desired 90‐day Outcome

Prioritized Focus Area #2

1.1 Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and
responsibilities.
Our shared mission and vision would be evident in our daily practice;
resulting in our ability to stay focused on improved student
acheivement. The leadership team will have established structure to the
PLC/Weekly Meetings, a data analysis protocol that influences
instructional practices (reteach/assessment), and the observation of
teachers to verify implementation.
Consistent teaching practices that are aligned to data and PLC
structures.

Barriers to Address During
Addressing all student learning needs and inconsistent teaching practices.
this Cycle

Prioritized Focus Area #3

5.1 Objective‐driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

N/A

Maintain consistency across grades/departments in the identification and inclusion of
meaningful lessons; with a focus on checking for understanding every 8‐10 minutes.
Resulting in embedded intervention.
Teachers' lesson plans will state differentiated activities/instruction based on the
student's released tests. All teachers will hold students accountable for meets level
instruction with accomodations when needed based on their areas of weakness.
Teachers will need to provide structure to elicit multiple instructional levels or
stations at one time.
Multiple lessons or stations with structure that still provide meets level instruction for all
students.

District Actions for this
Cycle

DCSI provides support to the team and provides applicable professional Access to TEKS Resource System framework and lead4ward components; as well as
development opportunities.
other necessary resources.

District Commitments
Theory of Action

If the principal and instructional leaders on campus ensure that teachers have access to exemplary lessons, resources, and appropriate professional development driven by data and funded by the district, then the campus will be able to estabilsh strong instructional
practices and improve student achievement. District personnel will provide on‐going support for campus initiatives.

Action plan‐Milestones
Milestones
Structured PLC that includes writing of Targets and
reteach script for small group and stations based on data
identified weaknesses from 2018 Released Test.
Scheduled daily observations to monitor effective small
group and stations with teacher conference blog.
Professional Development focused on Released Test
data.

Prioritized
Focus Area

Timeline

1,2 Mar 2020

1 Mar‐May

Resources Needed

Person(s) Responsible

Evidence used to
Determine Progress
toward Milestone

Evidence Collection Date Progress toward Milestone

Lesson plans and teacher
monitoring schedule/card

Campus Administrators,
Curriculum Specialist,
Counselor (admin intern)

Walk through cards with
questions, Google doc with
teacher feedback questions

ongoing

ESC 20

ESC 20 Specialist, Curriculum
Specialist

walk through to monitor
teaching practices, lesson
plans

ongoing

Completed PLC cycle which included effective small
group lesson planning.

1, 2 Sept‐May

Lesson Plan Template and
Exemplar

Curriculum Specialist

Teacher lesson plans that
are uploaded on Eduphoria ongoing
weekly.

Developing benchmark that is aligned to TEKS.

1,2 March/April 2020

2018 Released test, TEKS
Resource YAG, Lead4ward
Frequency Chart, Unit tests

Teachers, Curriculum
Specialist

Data collection from
Eduphoria AWARE

March/ April 2020

Necessary Adjustments /
Next Steps

Cycle 3 (Mar‐May)

Reflection and Planning for Next 90‐Day Cycle
Did you achieve your desired 90‐day outcome? Why or why not?

Did you achieve your student performance goals (see Student Data Tab)? Why or why not?

Carryover Milestones

New Milestones

Review the necessary adjustments/next steps column above. What milestones from this cycle will you
continue working on in the next cycle? What new milestones do you need to add to the next cycle?

END OF YEAR REFLECTION
Prioritized Focus Area #1
Essential Action

0

Desired Annual Outcome

Our shared mission and vision would be evident in our daily practice;
resulting in our ability to stay focused on improved student
acheivement. The leadership team will have established structure to the

Did the campus achieve
the desired outcome? Why
or why not?

Prioritized Focus Area #3

Prioritized Focus Area #2
0

0

Cycle 4 (Jun‐Aug)

Cycle 4 90‐Day Action Plan (June‐August)
The purpose of this 90‐Day action plan is to prepare for the upcoming school year.
The essential actions the campus prioritizes may have changed based on progress made in the school year or based on ESF diagnostic results.
Prioritized Focus Area #1

Prioritized Focus Area #2

Our weekly PLC and Wednesday Staff Meetings will be agenda driven,
minutes will be recorded and next steps captured with an emphasis on
data analysis and progress monitoring.

Essential Action

Prioritized Focus Area #3

On time lesson plan submission will provide evidence of the daily plan outlined in the
adopted template. Classroom walk thrus will reflect implementation of best
practices; with the ability of the evaluator to notice a clear learning target and
0
success criteria has been communicated and multiple checks (every 8‐10 minutes) for
understanding are embedded.

Rationale
How will you communicate
these priorities to your
stakeholders? How will
you invest them?
Desired 90‐Day Outcome
Who will help the campus
build capacity in this area?
Barriers to Address
District Actions for this
Cycle
District Commitments
Theory of Action

0

Action plan‐Milestones
Milestones

Prioritized
Focus Area

Timeline

Resources Needed

Person(s) Responsible

Evidence Used to
Determine Progress
Toward Milestone

Evidence Collection Date

Progress Toward
Milestone

Necessary
Adjustments/Next Steps

Cycle 4 (Jun‐Aug)

Reflection and Planning for Next 90‐Day Cycle
Did you achieve your desired 90‐day outcome? Why or why not?
Did you achieve your summative student performance goals (see Student Data Tab)? Why or why not?

Carryover Milestones
Review the necessary adjustments/next steps column above. What milestones from this cycle will you
continue working on in the next cycle? What new milestones do you need to add to the next cycle?

New Milestones

